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Abstract

We consider a real-analytic hypersurface S in IR1"1"1 with surface measure dcr, V is a com-
pactly supported non-negative smooth cut-off function, and we let dfj,q be the surface measure
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fundamental form of the surface. We show that if 5 is a real analytic hypersurface, then /ig(£)
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§1. Introduction.

One of the classical results of real analysis is E.M. Stein's maximal theorem for spherical means

on Euclidean space Iff^^n > 2). The 2-dimensional case was later dealt with by J. Bourgain

[3]. These results became the starting point for the study of various classes of maximal operators

associated to subvariaties. such as maximal operators defined by

Mg(x) = sup
t>o

/ S(z -
Js

(1.1)

where S is a smooth hypersurface, ^ is a fixed non-negative function in Cq°(S) and da is the

surface measure on S. For instance, A. Greenleaf [13] proved that A< is bounded on I^R1"*"1),

if n > 2 and p > ^jp, provided 5 has everywhere non-vanishing principal curvature and is

star-shaped with respect to the origin. Moreover, he proved that if at every point of the surface

there exist at least k(k > 2) non-vanishing principal curvatures then the maximal operator is

bounded for any p > ^p-. The analogical result was obtained by C.D. Sogge [29] in a more

difficult case k = I.

In contrast, the case where the Gaussian curvature vanishes at some points is still widely

open, and sharp results for this case are known only for particular classes of surfaces. A result of

general nature given by C.D. Sogge and E.M. Stein in [30] shows that if the Gaussian curvature

of S does not vanish of infinite order at any point of S then M is bounded on Lf in a certain

range p > p ( S ) . However, an estimate for the exponent p(S) in that paper is in general far

from being optimal. Further. p(S) denotes a minimal number such that for any p > p(S) the

maximal operator is bounded in Lf (of course it may be p(S) = DC).

It is well-known that the Lp—estimates of the maximal operator (1.1) are strongly related to

the decay of the Fourier transform of measures carried on 5, i.e. to oscillatory integrals of the

form
r ... .

(1.2)
is

where v(X)da(X) is a compactly supported density on S.

The decay of the oscillatory integral (1.2) as |£| —>• DC in return is connected to geometric

properties of the surface S and may be very complicated depending on the direction of £.

The problem on the decay of such oscillatory integrals has been considered by various authors,

including van Der Corput [35], E. Hlawka [16], C.S. Hertz [14], W. Littman [23], B. Randol [27],

[28], I. Svenson [34], A. Varchenko [36]. C.D. Sogge, E.M. Stein [30], J.J. Duistermaat [11], Colin

de Verdier L6]. We refer to [32] for references, also to results on maximal operators associated

to surfaces.

Another important idea, introduced in [30] and applied in several subsequent articles, is to

"damp" the oscillatory integral (1.2). by multiplying the amplitude a by a suitable power of the

Gaussian curvature on S. in order to obtain the "optimal" decay of order |£|~n/2 (as |£| —> DO).

So. Sogge C.D. and Stein E.M. [30] proposed a problem on optimal decay for oscillatory integral



of the form:

/.IS
where K(X] is the Gaussian curvature of the surface at the point X & S.

However, there are some hypersurfaces, with identically vanishing Gaussian curvature but,

due to the results by A. Greenleaf and C.D. Sogge [13],[29] the associated maximal operators

are If bounded for some range p.

So, naturally there arises a problem: " if the hypersurface has identically non vanishing

principal curvatures what can be said about boundedness of the associated maximal

operator ?"

It is clear that in a general case the damped oscillatory integrals with Gaussian curvature

do not give any effect. We introduce a little more refined "damping" factor developing the idea

by C.D. Sogge and E.M. Stein. Then, we obtain estimates for a more wider class of maximal

operators.

As we remarked before the boundedness problem is connected to damped oscillatory integrals.

We formulate a problem suggested by V.P. Palamodov on damped oscillatory integrals. Let S

be an open set in 1R11 with coordinates s, F be a smooth real-valued function in: IK1 x E. Denote

by 7 the ideal in C°°(1R1 x S) generated by the functions det d^F and FXl,...,FXn. The ideal 7

is invariant with respect to changes in IK1. One can consider the following problem (formulated

by V. Palamodov) [20] to give a best possible uniform estimate for oscillatory integrals

Iq(t,s) := I exp(itF(x,s))\A.\qa(x,s)dx

for fixed g, large t and A € /, a 6 C^IR1 x £)• In particular, if all critical points of the phase

function F are non-degenerated, the ideal coincides with the algebra C"*̂ !?1 x S); it is well

known that the best possible estimate is O(|i|~™/2). In general the "mitigating factor" |A|9 may

reduce the effect of degenerated critical points. As a result the damped oscillatory integral has

a faster decay as |i| — >• oo.

We consider the problem in a special case. In this case the oscillatory integrals are given

as Fourier transform of surface-carried measures. We obtain some uniform estimates for associ-

ated damped oscillatory integrals. Then we consider some application of obtained estimates to

boundedness problem for maximal operators.

Let S C K14"1 be an analytic hypersurface. Denote by A(X ) the matrix of a second funda-

mental form defined on the surface 5 [33]. It is well known that if 5 is an analytic hypersurface,

then A(X) is a symmetric matrix- valued real analytic function, and also one can define a sym-

metric matrix A(X] A A(X], where " A " is an exterior product of the matrices [33].

We consider two functions defined as follows:

:= tr(A(X)2), A2(X) = tr((A(x] A A ( X ) ) 2 ) ,

where "trn is a trace of the matrix.



Note that if S is an analytic hypersurface then the both A-i(X) and A.%(X) are analytic

functions on the surface. The damping factors are defined by the following formula:

where §1, qz are fixed positive real numbers satisfying the conditions: q\ + q% = 1, q% > 0.

Our main result is the following

Theorem 1.1. Let S be an analytic hypersurface in R144 and if) be a fixed non-negative

smooth function with compact support on S and M. be a maximal operator defined by relation

(1.1). If AI 6 Lloc(S), where ft is a fixed positive real number, and also A.i(X) ^ 0 then the

maximal operator M is bounded on L^R1"1"1), whenever p > 1 + J^. In other words, under the

conditions the estimate p(S) < p(ft) holds.

Remarks, a) Theorem 1.1 is in fact a generalization of the result by C.D. Sogge and E.M.

Stein [30] who studied the case of smooth hypersurfaces with Gaussian curvature vanishing of

finite order. Moreover, in the case of non-vanishing Gaussian curvature of infinite order, our

result gives more better bounds for p(S). In particular, from Theorem 1.1, it follows that if all

principal curvatures except of two identically vanish then p(S) < p(@) < oo. Thus, Theorem 1.1

also improves the result by A. Greenleaf [13] who considers the case when the hypersurface has

at least k(k > 2) non- vanishing principal curvatures at every point.

b) Note that if ̂ (X) = 0 then due to the classical Theorem of P. Hartman and L. Nirenberg

•18] the hypersurface has a special form and the associated Fourier transform with any non-

zero factor cannot decay faster then 0(|£ ~5) . So the method of damped oscillatory integrals

does not give a suitable solution of the boundedness problem for associated maximal operators.

Although, if \\(X) ^ 0 for any X € S then the If boundedness of the maximal operator for

p > 2 follows from C.D. Sogge's results [30]. It should be noted that if in addition &z(X) £ 0

then we may take ,8 any positive real number in Theorem 1.1 and we get another proof of C.D.

Sogge's result in this particular case.

c) In a general case, problem on sharp estimates for maximal operators is difficult. Nevertheless,

a connection between the number p(S) and an oscillation index [1] of the phase function has

been obtained [22] for some finite type convex hypersurfaces. For instance, if the surface S C R1

is given as a graph of the function / = x\k + x^ + x%k + 1, (A; > 3} then by the results of

D. Cowling et al. [8j. D.Cowling and J. Mauceri [9], [10] we have p(S) = (2fc)/3. But, from our

theorem it follows that p(S) < p(0) — 2n. So, we obtain a sharp result up to the order of

tangency of hypersurface.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we consider a reduction of the boundedness

problem to the problem on estimation of damped oscillatory integrals. In section 3 we consider

some auxilary results about analytic functions. Our method of estimation for damped oscillatory

integrals is based on decomposition of the hypersurface. In section 4 we consider covering the

hypersurface by using principal curvatures. Finally, in section 5 we prove our main theorem on



damped oscillatory integrals.

§2. Reduction to Damped Oscillatory Integrals.

Following a standard approach (see e.g. [30]), Theorem 1.1 will be shown by embedding M

respectively linearizion of M into an analytic family of operators. More precisely, for z € C with

Re(z) > —ft define a measure daz(X) = h.(X)zt(}(X)dcr(X) on 5 as well as the corresponding

maximal operator:

Mzf(x) = sup / f(x - ty)daz(y) .
t>o \Js

Then interpolating L2 »->• L2 and L°° i-4 L°°—estimates, we obtain If t-+ If estimate for the

operator M.

It is easy to see that for any z € C and / e C£°(1R1+1) the inequality Mzf(x) < MRe(z)\f(x)\

holds. Since the ip(x)dcr(x) is a positive Borel measure.

If A2pQ 7^ 0 (then of course A.i(X) ^ 0 as well) on the support of ty then we do not need any

damping factor and just take do(X) = ip(X)dcr(X). Therefore, due to A. Greenliaf Theorem [13]

for p > | the maximal operator is If bounded. Because, if A.2(X) ^ 0, then the hypersurface

has at least two non-vanishing principal curvatures at the point X.

Obviously, MQ = M.. It easily follows from our assumption on S if Re(z) = q > -ft and

92 is sufficiently small positive then due to Holder inequality A2 is a locally integrable function

on S. Thus, Mq(Mz) is bounded on L°°(IRl+1) for these values of z. Once, we can show the

Z2-boundedness oiMq(Mz) for q > | due to the following Statements and Sobolev's embedding

theorem [30].

Theorem 2.1. If S is an analytic hypersurface, (91, Q2,q) : q\ + q% = 1, 92 > 0,

q > | are fixed real numbers, and ^ € ^^(IR1"1"1) then there exists an e > 0 such that the

following inequality

< const

holds.

From Theorem 2.1 as a simple consequences, we obtain

Corollary 2.2. If S is an analytic hypersurface and (91,92)?) : Qi + Q2 = 1>

92 > 0, q > | are fixed real numbers, then the Fourier transform of the measure daa satisfies

|Vdag(0| < C(l + |eir(^£), (2.1)

for some e > 0.

Then Theorem 1.1 follows from Stein's interpolation theorem for an analytic family of oper-

ators Mz.



Partial derivatives with respect to y of differentiable functions are written in the form

If A is a real matrix, then the norm \\A\\ is defined by \\A\\ := |tr(A*^4)J2, where A* is a

transposed matrix.

§3. Some Auxiliary Statements.

We estimate the oscillatory integrals by using the van Der Corpute method. Therefore, we need

some "smoothness"' property of the amplitude function containing a damping factor. By using

analyticity of our surface we obtain boundedness of variation of the damping factor.

First of all we will formulate the Lemma on the preparation theorem of Weierstrass-Malgrange.

Let / : (JRxM1,0)i-^(E,0) be a real analytic function. It is assumed that the function / is not

identically zero.

The following Lemma for the case n = 1 was formulated by Palamodov V.P.

Lemma 3.1. There exists a real analytic manifold Y and a mapping IT : Y>-*TP? which is the

composite of a finite sequence of blowing-ups with smooth analytic centers such that for every

point y°€.Y there exists a chart (yi, . . . , ya) in which we have

where g ( x , y ) ( g ( Q . y ° ) ^ 0 ) is a real analytic function and p(x.y) is a unitary pseudopolynomial

e.g.

p(x.y) = xrn + (n(y)xm-1 + ...am(y),

and a\ ..... am are real analytic functions at y° satisfying the condition afc(y°) = 0, k =

1, . . . . m. ki ..... km are non-negative integers.

The proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on Theorem due to E. Bierstone and P. Milman [4]. Let

U be a smooth real analytic variety. A function / : [ / ( -» K. will be called arc-analytic if / o 7 is

analytic for every analytic arc ' > : / » - > • f/(where / is au open interval in K).

Theorem 3.2. (E. Bierstone and P. Milman [4]}. Let U be a smooth real algebraic (respec-

tively analytic variety). Let y = f ( x ) be an arc-analytic function on U. Suppose that

G ( x , f ( x ) ) = Q .

where

i=0

is a nonzero polynomial in y with coefficients G{(x) which are regular (respectively analytic)

functions on U. Then there is a mapping TT : U' >-> U which is composite of a finite (respectively



locally finite) sequence of blow-ups with smooth algebraic (respectively analytic) centers, such

that / o TT is Nash (respectively analytic).

A Nash function on a smooth algebraic variety means an analytic function which is algebraic

over the ring of regular functions.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. The function f ( x , s ) has the Taylor's series

fc=0

and there exists a neighborhood FcC"1 such that a,k£a(V) for every k = 1,2, — Because

/(z,s) has analytic continuation in some polydisk centered at the origin of Cn+l and therefore

we can take an orthogonal projection of U on Cn as V.

Let us define the ideal / which is generated by the elements {a^}^_0. Then there exists a

number N such that the ideal / is generated by {ak}^-0, since due to the theorem of Hilbert

the ring of analytic functions is Noetherian.

Consider the function defined by c = a\ + a^ + • • • + a?N. It is easy to see that there exists an

arc-analytic function a such that a2 — c and for every k the fraction ̂  is a bounded function.

It is easily shown that the function a satisfies all conditions of Theorem 2.2. By the theorem

of Bierstone E. and Milman P.D. [4] and due to the Hironaka Theorem [15] on resolution of

singularities there exists a real analytic manifold Y and a mapping -K : Y*-*Rn which is the

composite of a finite sequence of blow-ups with smooth analytic centers such that for every fixed

point y°€.Y there exists a chart (j/i , j /2j • • • >2/n) satisfying the following relation

where b is a real non-vanishing analytic function and yi(y°) = 0, I = l,n.

It is obvious that if q(y] is a real analytic function on V(0) (where V(0) is some neighborhood

of zero) and the fraction ^f- is bounded on V(0), then it can be regarded as a real analytic
Vi

function on F(0). Consequently, for every function Ofc(fc = 1, 2, . . .) the composition (^ o 7r)(y)

is a real analytic function in some neighborhood of the point y°. Consider the function

and the manifold Y. Then for every point y°£Y there exists a chart (yi, . . . ,yn) such that

/i(x,7r(y)) is a real analytic function at the point (0,y°) and /i(x, 7r(y°))^0. Consequently, we

can apply the Weierstrass-Malgrange [24] preparation theorem to the function /i(z,7r(y)) and

have the conclusion of Lemma 3.1.

Remark. As it was remarked by Professor M.S. Narasimhan, by using the Hironaka Theo-

rem [15], the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 can be proved for the case of complex analytic functions.

Lemma 3.3. Let / : (Rx IR1, 0) i-> (1R, 0) be as above. There exists a neighborhood U\ x Uz

of zero in IRx M1 such that for any fixed q > 0 the function \ f ( x , s ) \ q has a bounded variation



with respect to x on U\ and the total variation Vul [)/(., s)\q\ is a uniformly-bounded function

of s 6 C/2-

Proof. If g > 1, then the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 is trivial. Therefore, we have to consider

only the case 0 < q < 1. If p(x) is a polynomial function of degree m and the function F has a

bounded variation on the interval [a, b] then the composition F o p(x) has a bounded variation

on the set K := {x € R : a < p(x) < b}. Moreover, the inequality

VK(F°p}<mV*(F}

holds for total variation of F op.

If the function / has the form /(jc,s) = a(x,s)p(x,s), where p(x,s) is a pseudopolynomial

and a(x.s) ^ 0, then it is easy to see that the function \f(x, s)\q has a bounded variation as a

product of functions with bounded variation. If /(a:, s) = 0 then there is nothing to prove. But,

if f ( x , s ) ^ 0. then we may use Lemma 3.1 and construct a proper analytic map K : Y *-> Uz-

Then for the function /(x, 7r(y)), we have the form

f(x,ir(y)) = y^t/22 • --y^o(x,y)p(x,y),

where p(x. y) is a pseudopolynomial and y is a local chart in a neighborhood V of the point

y° of the real analytic manifold Y. Consequently, we obtain that the function /(x, 7r(y)) has a

bounded variation on U\ and the total variation is uniformly bounded on V. Since TC : Y >-* Uz

is a proper analytic mapping then by using the standard method, we obtain the proof of Lemma

3.3.

Lemma 3.4. Let f ( x . s ) be as above and 0 < q < 1 be a fixed positive number. There

exists a neighborhood U\ x U? of zero in II x M1 such that the function

\x\i

has a bounded variation. Moreover, the total variation Vy, [<?(•, s)] is a uniformly bounded

function of s € L*2 •

Proof. First, we consider the case when /(x. s) is a polynomial function

p(x. s) := /(x. s). Say p(x. s) = xm + sixm~l +... + sm , where the coefficients are bounded i.e.

\s\ < A-/. We show that the function

has a bounded variation on the interval [—1,1] and the total variation V2i[<^(., s)} is a bounded

function of the coefficients. In this case the statement of the Lemma 3.4 is proved by the

induction method over the degree of polynomial p i.e. over m. The case m = 1 is trivial. Denote

by p(s) a number:



We consider two cases for coefficients of the polynomial.

Case 1. s £ {s : r£+ < MI}, where MI is a fixed positive number. For the sake of being

definite, we assume that sm > 0. The case sm < 0 is considered by the analogy. In this case we
_i_

use a change of variables x = sffi y and obtain

-1 l-m

Let us consider a total variation of the function ip(sfHy,s) on the set {|y| > l}fl{lsmym| < !}•

Note that the function \smym\q~™ has a bounded variation on that set. Consequently, it is

sufficient to consider a total variation of the function

ft, , .= \ym

on the set {y : \y\ > 1}.

But, it is easy to see that the function b(x, s) has a bounded variation on the set {y : \y\ > 1}

and the total variation is a uniformly bounded function of the coefficients. Actually, the problem

is reduced to boundedness problem for variation of some degree of a polynomial function with

bounded coefficients.

Now, we consider the case {y : \y\ < e}, where e is a sufficiently small fixed positive. In this
_i_

case we can reduce our function (p(sfn y, s) to the form :

JL n-3-

_ _
where -^ is a smooth function. Therefore, on the set {y : \y\ < e} the function tp(smy, s) has a

bounded variation and the total variation is a bounded function of the coefficients.
_i_

Finally, it is obvious that the function </>(smj/,s) has a bounded variation on the set {e <

\y\ < i}-
So, if s e {r£\ < MI}, then the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 is fulfilled whenever f ( x , s) is a

polynomial function with respect to x. In particular, if m = 1 then we have a proof of Lemma

3.4.

Case 2. Now, we consider the case s e {j^j < <5}, where 6 is a sufficiently small positive

number. In this case we use a change of variables x = p(s)™y and obtain:

~ ~V>(x,s) =

Arguing as above we reduce our consideration to the case of y € {|y| < e}, where e is a

sufficiently small positive number. Let us introduce notation

-1 l-m _,
£l = Sipm , . . . , ^ m _ ! = Sm-lp m : £m = Smp .



Note that p(£i, . . . ,£m-i) = 1. The set {(&, . . . ,£m_i) : p(£i, . . . ,£m) = 1} is called a quasi-

sphere and it is denoted by E. Let (£j, . . . , ̂ _j) be a fixed point on the quasisphere E. Then

the polynomial

has a root of multiplicity A;(l < k < m) at the point y = 0. Due to the Weierstrass-Malgrange

preparation Theorem [24], we obtain that there exists a neighborhood V of the point £° on E and

a positive real number e such that the polynomial g(y,£) has the form q(y, £) = g(y,£)qi(y,£),

where y 6 {|y| < e}, £ € V, g(y, £)(§(y, C) ^ 0) is a real analytic function . The polynomial

qi (y. f ) has the form

where bi(t;)(l = 1, k) are real analytic functions of £ € V, 6(£°) = 0. Moreover, £m = <?(0,

By using this factorization, we obtain:

The function

has a bounded variation. Because, it has the form y\l <lsign(y)h(y^ £), where /i(y, £) is a smooth

function. The function

also has a bounded variation by induction hypothesis. We can repeat these arguments for every

points of the quasisphere S. Since S is a compact set, we obtain the proof of Lemma 3.4 when

f ( x . s ) is a polynomial function.

Let f ( x . s) be a real analytic function. Then by using the Lemma 3.1 we reduce the function

to the form:

f ( x . 7r(y)) = yj t/2 • • • yn
no(x, y)p(x, y),

where a(x. y) is a nonvanishing real analytic function and p(x, y) is a pseudopolynomial. There-

fore, it is sufficient to consider the case

f o ( x . y ) =a(x,y)p(x,y).

But. in this case we have the relation:

.y)|«- a(0,y)p(0,y)|« , . ,,Jo(a;,y)|« - |o(0,y)|«
\x\" ^ 'an \x\i

\x\«

10



So, we reduce our consideration to the polynomial case. Because, it is easy to see that the

function

\x\i

has a bounded variation. And also the function \p(x, y)\q has a bounded variation due to Lemma

3.3.

Finally, we remark that TT : Y (->• f/2 is a proper analytic map. So, by using standard

arguments, we obtain the proof of Lemma 3.4.

§4. On a decomposition of the surface.

Let S(TI) C IR?+1 be a family of smooth hypersurfaces, where 77 € V C IR" and V is a small

neighborhood of the origin. We dealt with local problem. Therefore, we suppose that the system

of co-ordinates is fixed in IR1"1"1. Moreover, for any fixed point 77 € V of the parameter, we have

one-to-one correspondence between the points of U C IR1 and the points X € S(TI).

Our method of estimation for oscillatory integrals is based on decomposition of the hyper-

surface S or family of surfaces £(77) into balls by using principal curvatures of S(S(rj)). In this

section we consider some variant of Vitally type covering Lemma.

Let XQ 6 5(0) be a fixed point of the surface. We consider covering of 5(r?) n {X(rj) e 5(rj) :

Aipf, 77) 7^ 0} in a small neighborhood of the point XQ. Without loss of generality we may

suppose that the family of hypersurfaces S(rj) is a graph of some family of smooth functions

/(.,??), and X(0) = (0,0). So, we assume:

S(r,) = {X(r)) = Or,/(z,7?)) € IR1*1 : x 6 U},

where U is a neighborhood of zero in I?1. In fact, we consider covering of the set C/b(r/) =

Ur\*n({X 6 S(T?) : Aipf,77) + 0}), where Ai(X,7?) = t r ( A ( X , r ] ) 2 ) , TTH : IR1+1 .-» K1 is a

projection along the xn+\ axis.

For any X (77) = (x,f(x,rj)) € S(r)) denote by Ai(:r,77), \2(x,rj), . . . , Xn(x,rj) principal curva-

tures of the surface 5(r/).

Further, we will denote by c, ci,C2, . . . £5 constants, which are independent of parameters

5,77(0 < 5 < l)(where 6 x |A| is a radius of a ball) and t,r(Q < r < +00) (t,r are oscillation

parameters). The constants are not the same in each occurrence.

Assume that the absolute value of the principal curvature AI (x, 77) is greater than that of

other principal curvatures, i.e. |Ai(o;, 77)] > |Afc(x, 77)] for any k = 2, . . . , n. Denote by Bx an open

ball defined by Bx = B(x,c\\i(x,r})\), i.e. Bx is a ball in IR1 centered at the point x and has a

radius c|Ai(x,77)|, where c is a fixed small positive real number. Let ||/||5 = mao;r;ev||/(-jf?)||c5-

The following Lemma is needed for the sequel.

Lemma 4.1. There exist a neighborhood U x V C. IR1 x Mm, positive constants c, ci,C2,

which depend only on ||.||5 norm of / such that for any (2,77) € U x V and y € Bx the following

11



inequalities

hold.

,ij)| < c2|Ai(y,r?)| (4.1)

Proof of Lemma 4.1. If (X,T)) is a point such that Xi(x, T}) = 0 then there is nothing to

prove, since in this case Bx = 0.

Otherwise, we represent the function /(y, 17) as follows:

/ = f(x,ri) + (Vx/(x,tj),a? - y) + (£>*/(*, rj)(a: - y),x - y) + £ (x - y)aHa(x,y,rj),
\a\=3

where a € Z". is multiindex |o = c*i 4- . . . an- -Ha € C00. Note that (7* norm of HQ(x, .,77)

is bounded by Cfc+3 norm of f(,,rj). It is easy to see that if |x — y\ < c|Ai(x, TJ)\ then for any

y € B(x.,c\Xi(x,rj)\) the following inequalities

|a|=3

<Cc|Ai(x,»7)|, (4.2)

hold, where C is a fixed positive number which depends only on the norm | /||$ of the function

f(x.r]). In particular, we can choose the constant c such that 03 := Cc < 1. Therefore, for any

y € -Bj. we have the estimate:

Recall that for any y 6 U. we have the inequality

These inequalities prove the upper estimate for Aj (y , 17):

where ci is a positive constant depending only on ||/||o, in fact ci = C"1.

From now we consider a lower estimate for Ai(y, 77). Let G(x,rj) be the matrix of the first

fundamental form (matrix of a metric tensor)of the surface. In our case, we have

where dy is a Kronecker delta.

It should be noted that the inequality

£|" < (G(x, >?)£, 0 < C4\£\~ (4.3)

holds for any (x. rj) € U x V". ^ € IR1, where j^|~ = ^f + • • • + C« an(l C4 depends only on

12



On the other hand for any fixed point (x, 77) 6 U x V there exists a vector £I]7j satisfying the

following conditions

By inequality (4.3) for any (y, TJ) 6 U x V, we have

1

By using mini-max principal, we obtain

j_
C4

i *

1

>-(l-c5c)|Ai(a:,Tj)|
C4

In addition it is obvious due to the Lagrange Theorem on finite difference the constant 05

depends only on \\f\\s. Now, we choose the constant c so that c$c < 1 and we arrive at the proof

of Lemma 4.1.

Denote by UQ x VQ the set defined by UQ x VQ = {(x,rj) : A! (2,77) ^ 0}.

Lemma 4.2. Let 77 be a fixed point of V and UQ(TJ) = {x : A.i(x,rj) ^ 0}. There exist a

positive constant c which is independent of 77 and a collection of balls {Bk} = [B(xk, c\\\ (xk}\)}

which possesses the following properties:

(i) U0(n) C \JkB'k, where B'k = B(xfc,3c|Ai(z*)|);

(ii)the collection {B'k} has a uniform bounded overlap property: there exists a number N which

is independent of 77 such that no points is contained in more than N balls among [B'k}\

(iii) ^k(radiusBk)
n < oo.

Proof. We assume that the constant 4c satisfies the statement of Lemma 4.1. Remind that

it does not depend on (£,77) 6E U x V in that Lemma 4.1.

If UQ(TJ) = 0, then there is nothing to prove. So, we assume that C/oO?) 7^ 0- Further,

for simplicity we will write UQ(\I(X)) instead of UQ(T))(\I(X,77)) since 77 is a fixed point. Note

that the AI (x) is a continuous function. We use the following procedure. Denote by BI a ball

B(x1,c\\i(xl)\), where the point x1 is chosen from the condition

l^iXx1)! > - sup |Ai(:c)|. (4.4)

It is obvious that such a point exists.

Let B\,B2,...,Bk(k > 1) be balls to be chosen. We will choose the ball Bk+\ : if

the relation |jf=i BI f) B(x, c\\\(x)\) = 0, holds for any x € UQ \ Uf=1 BI, then we shall finish our

procedure. Otherwise, we can choose a ball Bk+i = B(xk+1,c\\i(xk+l)\), so that

13



where the "supremum" is taken over the set {a; € UQ : (jk
=i BI f\B(x,c\\\(x)\) = 0}. Thus, we

have a ball B^+i = B(xk+1,c\\i(xk+l)\) choosing the point xfe+1 from the last condition.

It should be noted that the sequence of balls {Bk} may be both finite or infinite number.

If there exists an infinite number of such balls, then we have Xi(xk) —> OasA: —> 0. Because

UQ(TJ) C U and U is a bounded set.

Let {Bk} be a collection of balls chosen as above i.e. centered at the point xk with radius

c\\i(xk)\ and the ball B'k has the same center as Bk with radius 3c\\i(xk)\. We show that the

collection of balls {B'k} covers UQ. Let x € UQ be a fixed point. If x € Bk for some k, then there

is nothing to prove. We may assume that x £ Bk for any k. Consider a ball Bx centered at the

point x with radius c|Ai(aj)|. Note that \\(x] =£ 0, since x € UQ. It is clear that there exists a

ball Bk such that Bk n Bx ^ 0. In the converse case, we have the inequality

|A 1 (x f c ) |>i |A 1 (x) |>0 (4.5)

for any k. But, if there exists an infinite number of such balls, then we have X\(xk) —t 0.

So. inequality (4.5) can not hold for all numbers k. If the collection contains only finitely

many of balls, say k balls by our construction B(x. c|Ai(x)|)f)Uf=i B(xl,c\\i(xl)\) ^ 0 for any

x € D"o \ U;=i B\. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that A; is a minimal number with

abovemensioned property. So, we have (jf^/ BI f| Bx = 0 and Bk H Bx ^ 0. It is easy to see that

|Ai(z)| < 2\\i(xk) . Hence,

B (xk,c\Xi(xk)\) f|B (x,2c Ai(**)|) ? 0.

Thus, we get x € B'k = B(xk^c Xi(xk)\).
Finally, we show the bounded overlap property: there exists a number N which is indepen-

dent of rj such that no point is contained in more than N of balls among {B'k}. One can see this

by a packing argument [30]. Suppose that B(.B!2, •.. ,B'^ contain x, then by Lemma 4.1 they

all have a radius comparable to |Ai(:r)|, and so their union is contained in a ball B centered at

x of radius comparable to \\(x)\. Moreover, the balls B\,Bi,... ,Bff are disjoint, they have

a radius of comparable sizes, and their union is also contained in B. Comparing the volume of

Uit=i Bk with B gives us a bound for N. Actually, by using the inequalities of Lemma 4.1 and

elementary arguments it can be shown that the inequality N < 6n(^-)n holds. Moreover, the

positive constants c\ and 02 are independent of •/?. Therefore, the number N is also independent

Of Tf.

As a result property (iii) also holds, since the sum represents essentially the a—measure of

a bounded set. In fact, it is bounded by a(U) + const. This proves Lemma 4.2.

Now. we consider some variant of the Morse Lemma with parameters [1]. Let /(a;,A,r?) be

a family of smooth functions in some neighborhood of zero having the form:
n

f(x) = x'l + ̂  Xjij + ]T x«Ha(x, A, f?),
J=2 |a|=3

14



where |Aj| < 1, .7 = 2, ...n, a € Z", |a| = ai + ... + an, {Ha}—some smooth functions.

Consider the family of smooth functions defined by

^iv*^)^?)^ / ~~ j\^*5'n) i v^i*^/*

Now, we consider the proof of some auxiliary Lemmas.

Lemma 4.3. There exist positive numbers c and e depending only on ||HQ||2, A such that

the following statements hold:

(i) if |<TI| > e then the inequality
r)&(r.}

dx\

holds for any x € 5(0, c);

(ii) if |<TI| < e then there exists a smooth deformation of the identity

H : {\xi\ < 8c} x {\x'\ < c} >->• £/i x {\x'\ < c}

of the form H\ = HI(X, cri), HI = x/, H(x, 0) = x such that

where $2 6 m2, m is a maximal ideal of the local ring C°°(Rn~l x R) at the origin and U\ is

a neighborhood of zero in .R.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. The proof of (i) is trivial. We shall prove assertion (ii). Following

[11] and [26] we consider the equation g^ = 0. If c and e are sufficiently small positive

numbers and \x\ < 8c, |<TI| < e, then the last equation has a unique solution with respect to x\

of the form

l,m=2

Note that the \\.\\k norm of Him(x, AI) is bounded by ||.|U+2 norm of the phase function f ( x , a).

Now, we use a change of variables

n

3/1 = xi + Y - 5^ xixmHim(x, AI) , y' = a;'.
i,m=2

Then the phase function $(x,a) is reduced to the form

1=2

where (j>i is a smooth function fa (0,0) = 1 and fa € m2 is a uniformly bounded function.

Finally, applying a change of variables z\ = j/i(<^i(y, oi))1/2, z' = y', we obtain

1
2C

1=2

15



The constants e and c can be chosen the same in the set of functions {jEfQ}|Q|_.2andA with

the properties ||-ffa||2 < M, ( A j < 1 for any |a| = 2.

Lemma 4.3 is proved.

Let f(x. TJ) be a real analytic function at the origin of JR1 x K11. We introduce the ideal / of

the ring of germs of real analytic functions at the origin generated by the elements of the matrix

D^f(x,rj). A root of the ideal is denoted by K(I).

We need the following Lemma in the next.

Lemma 4.4. Let <p € I be a fixed element of the ideal and q > 0 be a fixed positive real

number. There exist a neighborhood U x V C R1 x K11 and a constant c such that for any

(x, T?) € U x V \ K(I) the function

\\Dlf(x,r,)\\

has a bounded variation with respect to yi and the total variation

(x+ II&fMlly.Tj):'
\\D*f(x,ri)\

on the set {yi : |y/ < c} is a uniformly bounded function of other variables.

Proof. We assume that I ^ 0, otherwise the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 is trivial. For

simplicity of arguments, we assume that the function y?(z, 77) has the form:

In the general case the arguments are the same, but, we dealt with more large formulas.

We consider the function <p(y,f)) in the set {y : \x — y\ < c\\D^.f(x,rj)\\}, where (X,TJ) 6

U x V \ K(I) and the constant c is a sufficiently small positive number which will be chosen in

the next.

Now. we define a new function of (y, r/.x)

+\\D'2xf (x,r]
= g(x+ \ D - f ( x , , j ) \ \ y , r , ) -

\\D*f(x,r,)\

_, , f .Then the junction
\Dlf(x,r,)\\

, . . ..
can be represented as follows:

\Dlf(x,r,)\\
(x,r?)||y, x,r/),

fc=i

where a,k(z. x. TJ). k = l.n are real analytic functions.

Now. we introduce the following new variables

"-*•"""'"'" ^ \D*j(x,n)\'
The function y can be regarded as an analytic function of variables (x. J/ .TJ, ,

the new variables (#3.7».j) belonge to a compact set.

i.j) Moreover.
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Finally, applying Lemma 3.3 to the new function, we obtain the boundedness of variation

of the function |^(y,77, x,/3,7ij)|9 with respect to yi over the set {yi : \yi\ < c}. Moreover, the

total variation is uniformly bounded with respect to the other variables

Remark. Note that there exists a constant c > 0 satisfying statements of Lemma 4.1,4.2,

4.3 and 4.4.

§5. Estimates for damped oscillatory integrals.

In this section we prove our main Theorem 2.1. Denote UQ = {X 6 S : A(X) ^ 0}. Now,

we assume that the constant c satisfies statements of Lemma 4.2 ,4.3 and 4.4. Let {Bk} be a

collection of balls chosen in Lemma 4.2, so that UQ C U B'k, where the ball B'k has the same

center as Bk with radius 3radius(Bk). In addition, we introduce a collection of balls {Bk} where

for any k the ball Bk has the same center as Bk with radius 4radius(Bk). Arguing as above

denote by {if>k} a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {Bk}. So, for any k, we have

supp(ipk) C B'k. By using this partition of unity the integral /(i, s) is represented as a sum of

integrals:

/*(*,*) = / eitF^A(X)^(x^k(x)dx.
Jw

Let us consider an estimate for one of the integrals Ik(t, s). Following [30] for each ball B = B'k
choose a coordinate system in Rn+l so that the center xk of B is the origin, and the tangent

plane of S at Xk is given by the equation xn+\ = 0. Then, if we choose c to be sufficiently small

then the portion of S in B is realized as a graph xn+\ = /(x), with V/(0) = 0.

The function /(#), after a possible rotation of the axis, is represented as:

J = l |o|=3

in the neighborhood B of zero.

Note that for any k the function tr Afc A(X) is invariant with respect to Euclidean motion

[33]. In other words, we may compute the functions Ai(X) and A2(-X") in a new coordinate

system. As a result the following identities

Ai(Aia:)) = Afofo *i), A2(A i ar)) = X\h2(

hold, where hi, h-z are both analytic functions of (x, AI).

Let us use a change of variables x H-> AIX, then we have

ik(t,s) = |A

where

j=i Al |a|=3

17



and a = A,

Note that the function

t (~ \\ V^ A? 2 ,/l(x,A) :=2^T~xj +
j=l Al |a|=3

satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.3, and also the the ||.||fe norm of the functions Ha(\\x)

bounded by |.||ct+3 norm of the function /(x) up to a constant. Moreover, if \a\\ < e, where E

is a sufficiently small positive constant, then h,2(xi(x',a),x') € I where I is the ideal generated

by the elements of the matrix D^.,Fi(x\(x',0},x'). Recall that xi(x',ai) is a solution of the

equation d\Fi(x,a) = 0.

Now, for the parameter a\ consider two cases:

Case 1: a\\ > e, where c and t are defined from Lemma 4.3. Then, by using the Van Der

Corput Lemma [2], [19] and [35], we obtain:

Hence, we have

|<|t+e

i ( 1 o l iwhere £ = mm{^. | — £ j.

Case 2: <TI < £. Then, by using Lemma 4.3 we reduce the integral /&(£, s) to the form:

I k ( t . s ) = \

Now. we use an elementary relation

where q[ = ̂  and q'2 = ̂ -. Using Lemma 3.4 for the differences, we obtain:

where go = m^n{9i;Q2}- Note that the function b(x,a\) has a bounded variation with respect

to xi and the total variation is uniformly bounded function with respect to the other variables.

Consequently, we may represent our integral as a sum of two integrals

where

hk = iAi !nT'
TR

a\(x.a) = 6(x',<Ti)a(x, A. a).

18



= \\i\n+q
 n_i

1R.

f

Jm.m.
We can use the following Erdey type estimate [32].

Lemma 5.1. If the function a has a bounded variation on IRand 0 < q < 1 is a fixed real

number, then there exists a positive constant C such that the following estimate

C\\a\\vf \x\qa(x)eitx*dx
JTB.

holds, where \\a\\v = |a(—oo)| + ViRJa] is a variation norm.

From Lemma 5.1, we get:

Now, we consider the interior integral

Jk := / e 1

JTR

Note that the amplitude function of the integral is a smooth function. Consequently, we

may use usual stationary phase method and obtain:

Jk = c\t\\\~a(xi(x',ai),x',ai) 4- R(t, \\x' ,01}.

For the remainder term, we have the following uniform estimate

„ c\\a\\L\

From the last estimate we obtain the desired result.

Finally, we consider contribution of the main term of the integral. For this reason we consider

damped oscillatory integrals in a more general form. Let f(x,rj) be a real analytic function at

the origin of IR1 x IR11. We introduce the ideal / of the ring of germs of real analytic functions

at the origin generated by the elements of the matrix £)j/(x,ry).

Denote by F ( x , r j , s } the new phase function defined by:

•** I3") T)i s) = J (xi 'Hi ' sx-

Now we consider the damped oscillatory integral

r7~l(-f~ n o^ — I o^''\J\'^j'n)'^'^) n(T* rt C^ | / / I /^T <n^|9 ATJ. ^ f c j Ij-j OJ I C U y U / j //5 O Hy^^uL ' j / / I t*X.

J IK,

Proposition 5.2. Let <p €. I be a fixed element of the ideal and q be a fixed positive real

number. There exist a neighborhood U xV x W ClR1 x I?11 x M1 of the origin, an e > 0 such

that for any amplitude function a € C™(U x V x W) the following uniform estimate

\T(t,rj,s)\<C-
\t\<
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holds.

Remark. If /(x,0) £ 0, then we could use the multidimensional version of the van Der

Corpute type estimate then of course we have a desired estimate without any damping factor

[2] and [7].

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let /(0,0) = 0 and D*/(0,0) = 0. If K(I) = U x V, then there

is nothing to prove. Because in this case 1 = 0 and the oscillatory integral vanishes. Further,

we assume that the K(I) is a proper analytic set.

Let TJ € V be a fixed point. We consider the set

If it is an empty set, then there is nothing to prove. Since the damped oscillatory integral

vanishes. Assume that UQ ^ 0. In this case, we can use Lemma 4.2 and obtain covering of the

set l/o by using balls {Bk} (in fact Bf. := B'k in that lemma). Let t/>/t(z) be a partition of unity,

subordinate to that covering. By using this partition of unity we can represent our integral

T(t.Tj.s) as a sum of integrals

l
We consider estimate of one of the integrals:

Note that max\\t/(x. r?) j x \Dyf(x, 77) ||, where {Ai/(a;, 7?)}"=1 are regarded as principal curva-

tures of the hypersurface defined by the graph of the function /(., 17). Using a change of variables

\\Dxf (x. 7?)|jy, then we obtain:

we

We can represent our function in the following way:

Moreover . the constant in " 0" term is uniformly bounded with respect to 77. If we define the

new function as

h(y,r})= { l { y - r i }
 8

then, we have

\\D*My,ri)\\>lt

for any y € {\y\ < c}. Due to Lemma 5.2 the total variation of the amplitude function is

uniformly bounded by C\\D^.f(xl^)\\q. Therefore, from the multidimensional van Der Corpute

type estimate (for the case k = 2)[32],[7]. we obtain:



for any <5 < |. Prom the last inequality, we get

where & —

Note that the series

converges. Therefore, we can consider summation over all indexes / and, then arrive at the proof

of Proposition 5.2.

Now, we consider estimate for the integral Ik(t, s), where /&(*, s) is a contribution of the

main part of asymptotics /ifc(<, s).:

IR.

a(xi(x',ci),x',\i)dx'.

As it was remarked before h<2(x\(x' ,a\),x' , \\) 6 /, where / is the ideal generated by the

elements of the matrix D^.,Fi(x',a), and q'2 > 0. Here we use essentially the fact that qi > 0.

Now, by using Proposition 5.2 there exists a sufficiently small positive number 8 > 0 such that

the following estimate

holds.

Note that we may use the van Der Corpute Lemma because h^1 has a bounded variation

with respect to Xk, k = 2, . . . , n. Now, we take e = q — (| + 6) assuming that 0 < 6 < q - |.

By using summation over all k, we obtain

Because, due to Lemma 4.2 the series

converges. Finally, summing all obtained estimates, we arrive at the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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